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Legal Departments by virtue of their work have always followed a 

traditional approach when it comes to legal work�ow and legal 

operations management. While other processes and operations 

around them were digitizing, legal departments were only waking up to 

the realization and potential of digital transformation in legal industry.

While the basic processes are digitized, e.g. spread sheets, emails, 

etc. the silos that they are in, is impending the legal industry to achieve 

the transformation. When work�ows and systems are not talking to 

each other, it brings inef�ciency to the whole department. With the 

evolving role of GC, legal is increasingly becoming a strategic partner 

in business growth, making all the more imperative for legal functions 

to be automated and integrated with other systems.

Though legal professionals in India are witnessing the whirlwind which 

legal industry is experiencing worldwide, their shift from the role of a 

�re- extinguisher to a strategic partner has been slow. Slowly but 

signi�cantly, we are witnessing a rise in agile legal departments who 

are bringing this revolution with automating their manual processes 

and bringinga competitive edge to their business.

PracticeLeague spearheading this revolution recently ran a survey with 

the General Counsels and Legal Heads of the industry to better 

understand the current state of legal professionals in corporate legal 

departments and how do they position themselves in the midst of 

digital transformation of legal services.
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Post 2008 financial crisis, legal departments worldwide saw major shift in their role, from becoming 
a supporter to an enabler to business growth. While responsibilities grew, the legal departments 
became more under-resourced and time-constrained. Various legal processes such as contract 
management, litigation management and risk management are still carried out manually on spread 
sheets, emails, physical documents, etc. bringing in a high possibility of missed important 
obligations and deadlines. 

Businesses depend on accurate reports to make informed decisions 
therefore Legal being the core of business needs a Legal ananlysis 
platform to generate accurate and accountable metrics.

- Vaidehi Kamat, Head Legal at Piaggio Vehicles Pvt. Ltd.
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Looking at various legal operations whether running on automation tools within the Indian legal 
industry, the current scenario doesn’t look very bright. When asked if legal departments have a 
dedicated SOP in place for various legal functions, the respondents shared that only 44% of them 
have a contract management SOP, while on the other hand, 65% of them had a compliance 
management SOP, largely owing to the growing compliances by the regulatory bodies. As 
mentioned previously, half of the legal departments (47%) do not have a litigation management SOP 
with IPR management at even a worse rate with only 41%. Surprisingly, corporate legal 
departments are equally divided on a risk management automated solution with only 50% having an 
SOP in their organisation, given the mounting perils corporates face in the ever- changing regulatory 
environment.

The above data also 
indicates a scenario where 
legal departments are 
working in silos. Having 
automated only one or two 
legal functions doesn’t 
necessarily mean the whole 
legal department is digital. 
There is a need for one 
unified platform that allows a 
seamless collaboration of 
varied legal processes with 
real-time data capturing for 
data-driven analysis and 
decisions. 

The above findings evidently 
depict the current position 
of Indian legal departments 
in terms of legal operations 
automation and achieving 
the efficiency modern 
businesses demand. While 
in this section we discussed 
about basic operations 
being digitized, the 
upcoming segment is 
focused on legal processes 
automation.

- Payal Khanna,
   Associate Director-Legal at 
   PepsiCo India Holdings Pvt. Ltd
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First we need to believe that a 
feild like Legal, needs Technology. 
We need to build a business case 
& justify to the board that it is 
important for the Legal to have 
an innovative platform.



When asked our respondents have they automated 
their elementary processes like digitizing bulk of their 
documents, only 44% of them have put a process in 
place. The other 56% are still creating, documenting, 
and storing their documents physically on storage 
platforms such as Dropbox, Google Drive, etc.

While this indicates their shift from physical to digital, 
the change has been on an elementary level, where the 
documents are merely stored in a repository. Smart 
functions such as document modification, gaining 
insights or data from these documents are not possible 
on such platforms. For legal to gain data - driven 

insights from the bulk of their documents, they need a 
unified platform that allows data to flow from various 
legal functions and generate actionable insights from 
them.

The increasing regulatory environment has forced both 
the legal and compliance teams to not only keep up 
with the changing regulations but also submit the MIS 
reports timely, to save the business from 
non-compliance and the consequent penalties.

But the state of legal departments in India is perturbing 
where 62% of the legal professionals are still manually 
completing their MIS reports, later sent to the 
regulatory authorities.

Do you prepare your 

Legal & compliance 

MIS manually?

Are all or bulk of your

documents digitised?

NoYes

NoYes

Inputs from General  Counsels and Legal Heads in 
February 2019
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Making Legal Digitally 
Ready
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The Efficiency Of 
Legal Department

Indian corporate legal departments are equally divided when it comes to measuring their efficiency 
and overall productivity. As mentioned previously, legal departments are held back on their 
increased productivity by manual processes and 44% of the respondents agree that they are losing 
significant time doing non-legal work. This is supplemented by the fact that half of the legal 
professionals lose their billable time on repetitive legal tasks which can be easily eliminated with an 
automated process in place.

While the evolving role of GC is taking significant position in the legal departments, more than half of 
the Legal Heads 58% are dependent on their team or siloed workflows to gather, analyse and 
present important analytics and data to the board. 
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Inputs from General  Counsels and Legal Heads in February 2019
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This suggests that while legal departments are automated, be it on an elementary or advanced level, 
they are still working on disparate solutions which/that are not linked to each other, causing 
disconnect among varied functions of legal and ultimately impacting.
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Inputs from General  Counsels and Legal Heads in February 2019

Do you spend significant amount of your time on

repetitive legal tasks?

NoYes
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State of Automation 
in Legal Ops

Without an integrated and automated platform in place, both compliance and legal professionals are 
at risk of missing important deadline, important updates and submitting the critical MIS reports, 
costing business millions. 

As mentioned above, non-compliance to regulations or contractual obligations often leads to 
penalties and litigations. While corporate businesses spend significant amount of money in settling 
litigations, legal departments and their law firm partners are still working in silos in collaborating over 
matters. From getting updates on each case to its related judgments and documents, 64% of legal 
professionals are still using manual processes to carry out important case management practices. 

Is you litigation case 
diary automated?

NoYes
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Inputs from General  Counsels and Legal Heads in February 2019

Legal being the gatekeeper of business & tackling growing 
regulatory challenges, cannot afford to make mistakes.

-  Payal Khanna,  Associate Director-Legal at 
     PepsiCo India Holdings Pvt. Ltd
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Stay
Tuned....

Is your Legal 
Department 
Digitally 
Ready?

As legal departments are actively becoming 
strategic partner to organisations, there is a 
need for legal processes to be not only put in 
place but also have regular reviews for it, 
keeping in check in various risks and 
compliances an enterprise is facing.

To read the next series of our report, 
discussing the increased workload and the 
need for automation in legal departments in 
India, contact us on +91 9922 2222 60 or 
subscribe to our newsletter.

Connect with us to know 
how you can transform 
your Legal Ops. 



We provide an Intelligent and Unified platform for the Enterprise Legal Ecosystem driving Digital 
Transformation to the next level. PracticeLeague helps entwine legal efficiency and 
cost-effectiveness with complex end to end business operations with the sheer power of simplicity, 
speed and innovation driving today’s quintessential competitive edge and the highest standards of 
corporate ethics.

About 
PracticeLeague
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Revolutionizing The 
Digital Connect between 
Business & Law



PracticeLeague Ecosystem focuses on integrating Enterprise Legal Management to the core of 
Integrated Risk Management in alignment with the evolving role of Corporate Legal.
 
The PracticeLeague ecosystem brings all entities of business and legal ecosystems on a virtual grid 
empowered with Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain and Secured Cloud for seamless exchange of 
data, execution of processes and predictive management with real-time visibility and control.
 
The ecosystem empowers Legal to collaborate with three key stakeholder communities in the 
ecosystem, business, authorities and professional services partners to deliver on organizational 
competitive edge and a strong corporate identity. The platform offers operational analytics to sustain 
innovation continuum, orchestrates predictive insights from cross-functional practices for richer 
business context and ensures compliance with regulatory and statutory standards and internal 
policies.
 

What 
We Do

Contact Us Email : sales@PracticeLeague.com
Call : +91 99222 22260
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PracticeLeague LegalTech is a 
well-established and fast growing Startup with 
a continuous endeavor to rede�ne complexities 
in enterprise legal operations with the power of 
“Innovation with Simplicity”.


